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Develop awareness of…

▪ Types of clinical outcome assessments

▪ Core outcome measurement sets

▪ Appraising psychometric properties

▪ Identifying change

▪ Feasibility and acceptability 

https://www.proofhub.com/articles/how-to-improve-teamwork-and-collaboration-skills
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Who is in the room?

Outcome 
Measurement

Clinician

Service 
Improvement 

Committee

Clinical 
researcher

Service Lead
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Clinical outcome measures - any measurement of health status that can change as a result of time, 

treatment or disease MacDermid J 2002

▪ Physical or performance-based measures

▪ Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) 

▪ Clinician-reported outcome measures (CROMs) 

▪ Observer-rated measures

https://neurotoolkit.com/tug/



What is a standardized outcome measure?

▪Published, detailed instructions for administration, 

scoring & interpretation

▪Defined purpose

▪Published data indicating acceptable validity & 

reliability 

▪Population specific
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Patient-reported experience measures (PREMs)

▪ How patients feel about their healthcare or illness experience

▪ Consider patients' satisfaction or experience of care delivery
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How do PROMs and PREMs inform & improve our care?
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Clinician completed

▪Clinical outcomes

▪Biological measures

▪Physical examination

Patient completed

▪Patient reported outcome

▪Patient reported experience

Patient-informed, patient-centred care

▪Shared decision-making

▪ Improved communication

▪Detect overlooked problems

▪ Inform process monitoring

PROMs

▪Pain

▪Cosmesis

▪Function & disability

Informs

▪Surgical decision-making

▪ Identify challenges

▪Manage expectations



How are you using outcome measures?
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Clinician
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Determine if your 
treatment is causing 

a change

Demonstrate that 
your treatment has 
resulted in clinically 
important change

Ensure proposed evals 
use measures that are 

robust, practical & 
acceptable

Demonstrate 
statistically 
significant 

difference between 
groups

Estimate prognosis

Stratify patients 
into subgroups

Demonstrate that 
your Service is 

clinically effective



The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) WHO 2002

▪ Impairments- loss or abnormality of structure or function
➢ Psychological 

➢ Physiological

➢ Anatomical

▪ Activity limitations- difficulty performing activities in a 
manner or range considered normal

▪ Participation Restriction - disadvantage resulting from 
impairment or activity limitation that limits / prevents 
fulfilment of normal role
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Let’s consider the level of function in outcome measurement

https://europepmc.org/article/pmc/pmc3169254



Deciding WHAT to measure

Core outcome measurement sets (COS)  

Consensus agreed minimum set of outcomes that should be 

be measured & reported in all clinical trials of specific 

condition; suitable for routine care & clinical audit          

http://www.comet-initiative.org/

▪COSMIN (COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of 

health Measurement INstruments) 

https://www.cosmin.nl/finding-right-tool/

▪Literature search

➢Systematic reviews 
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Why Core Outcome Sets (COS)?

▪ Improve ability to compare, contrast, combine trial results (evidence synthesis)

▪ Improve ability to consider clinical results in context

▪ Increase relevance of outcome measures to stakeholders 

▪ Drive higher-quality trials

▪ Reduce research waste
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How it started…

Scar outcomes 6 months after carpal tunnel surgery

▪ 42 (65%) reporting scar pain 

▪ 30 (47%) functional interference 

▪ Scar pain is common; ~ 50% of patients; can 

persist at 2 years 

▪ Pain terminology not standardised

▪ Scar evaluation not standardised; not patient-

centred  

▪ In UK, research to improve scar post hand 

surgery / trauma top 10 priority (Karantana A 

2021)



Lack of standardization in evaluation impedes scar research & care

Hand & Wrist Scar Core Outcome Set (COS) Required!

https://www.comet-initiative.org/Studies/Details/1503

The Comet Handbook: version 1.0. Williamson et al 2017



Informing the Delphi Study: Literature Review
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Reporting of Scar Outcomes in the Hand & Wrist; a State-of-the-Art Literature Review 

Donna L. Kennedy, Tracy Chism-Balangue, Dominic Furniss

▪ Standardised scar outcome measures - 5 different tools 
reported by 22% of studies; only 7% patient-reported

▪ Scar appearance & structure - 19 different measures 
reported by 28 (48%) of studies; only 8 (21%) patient-
reported 

▪ Patient-centred domains - rarely reported

- Acceptability (10%)

- Mental health impact (< 2%)

- Social participation (< 2%)



Informing the Stakeholder Delphi; Clinician & Researcher Survey 
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How should we evaluate scars in the hand and wrist?
Donna Kennedy, Lucy Dereham, Tracy Chism-Balangue, Dominic Furniss

World Health Organisation (WHO) geographical regions

https://www.who.int/

https://www.who.int/


Informing the Stakeholder Delphi; Clinician & Researcher Survey 

Physical 
characteristics

Mental
Health Impact



Identifying PROMs for care & research; critical appraisal

COnsensus‐based Standards for the selection of 
health Measurement INstruments

COSMIN checklist (2012)

http://www.cosmin.nl/

Tool for evaluating methodological quality of studies 
on measurement properties of health related patient 

reported outcome measures (HR‐PROs)

COSMIN Taxonomy
@DKennedyHands
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Outcome measures; psychometric properties critical appraisal tool

Jerosch-Herold C. An Evidence-Based Approach to Choosing 
Outcome Measures: A Checklist for the Critical Appraisal of 
Validity, Reliability and Responsiveness Studies. British 
Journal of Occupational Therapy. 2005;68(8):347-353. 
doi:10.1177/030802260506800803
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https://doi.org/10.1177/030802260506800803


Psychometric Properties of Measures
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Validity
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The degree to which a test measures what it is intended to measure



▪ Face validity - Indicates an 
instrument measures what it is 
supposed to; is a plausible method

▪ Content validity - extent the concepts 
of interest are represented by the 
instrument

▪ Construct validity - extent to which 
an instrument corresponds to 
theoretical constructs

▪ Criterion validity - extent to which 
scores on an instrument relate to a 
gold standard



Reliability

▪ The extent to which a measurement is 
consistent and free from error 

▪ A reliable instrument  will perform with 
predictable consistency under set conditions 
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Measurement error or real change?

▪ Systematic error- predictable errors

i.e. instrument not being calibrated or tape measure incorrectly marked

▪ Random errors- unpredictable and due to chance

i.e. fatigue, inattention, inaccuracy or mistakes

▪ Variability of the characteristic being measured
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Trial 1 21 kg 24kg 32 kg 37 kg 41 kg

Trial 2 22 kg 23 kg 28 kg 42 kg 53 kg

Relative and Absolute Reliability  

▪ Relative Reliability - maintaining rank order across tests. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC)

▪ Absolute Reliability (Response Stability) – magnitude of change in subject’s scores across repeated tests. 
Enables judgement of when change in test score is important rather than due to measurement error

Statistics:   Coefficient of variation (CV);  Standard error of measurement (SEM)
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Floor & ceiling effects

▪ Present if more than 15% of respondents achieve 
lowest (floor) or highest (ceiling) possible score Horney 
and Tarlov 1995

▪ May indicate items are missing in lower & upper end of 
scale, suggesting limited content validity

▪ Reliability is reduced - patients at extremes cannot be 
distinguished from one another

▪ Responsiveness is limited as change cannot be 
measured Terwee et al 2007 https://www.restore.ac.uk/srme/www/fac/soc/wie/research-

new/srme/glossary/index31e8.html?selectedLetter=C
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Responsiveness

▪The ability of a measure to detect change over time

▪Responsive measure demonstrates change when 
patient changes

@DKennedyHands

Responsiveness is the magnitude of change (effect size) 



Interpretability
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Minimal clinically important difference (MCID) -
smallest difference in score which patients 
perceive as beneficial

Insomnia severity index MCID = 6 points



Respondent Burden

▪Does the instrument cause undue strain?

▪Time needed to complete the instrument?

▪Reading level assumed?

▪Acceptability of the instrument?

▪Language translations?

Lohr 1996

▪Training/ expertise needed to administer, 
score or use instrument?

▪Resources required for administration, such a 
computer hardware?

▪Can measure be completed electronically?

▪Can measure be completed virtually?

Administrative Burden
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Measure feasibility & acceptability



Thank you for participating

I gratefully acknowledge postdoctoral funding and infrastructure support 

from the NIHR Imperial Biomedical Research Centre and Imperial Clinical 

Academic Training Office (CATO).

The views expressed in this presentation are those of the speaker and not 

necessarily those of the NHS, the National Institute for Health Research, or 

the Department of Health.
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